Name: Jenny Käll Karlsson

Åge: 26

HT14 Laundryforeman
VT15 Lunchforeman
HT15 Novischforeman, Pubforeman, Arranging Artemis
VT16 Novischforeman, Pubforeman, election committee
HT16 Head marshal, election committee
VT17 Head marshal, election committee
HT17 Seniors (half semester),
Head marshal for the ProInspector ball
VT18 Lunchforeman
HT18 Novischforeman, Vieriforeman
Who are you?
On the paper smålänning, in the heart sydskåning. Get
energy from social interactions which I then preferable
waist at the dancefloor at Sydskånska, at Gerdahallen or
in Lunds so called nature. Love dressing up in costumes
and just as much dressing others. I want to have all the
strings in the world at my bow but have after finding
myself in a desert in Portugal this summer become better
at relaxing and have even started with yoga.
Why are you applying for Qurator?
I have since my first day had a big interest for and
thoughts about how the nation should be and function
and how the Quratel should work. I consider myself being
good at and love organizing and lead others and being
the one that have the overall responsibility and make
sure nothing is forgotten. First and foremost there is
nothing that have meant so much for me as Sydskånska
Nationen and nothing that would make me more thankful
then getting the chance to run and develop the nation for
a year.

Field of studies: Business & Human Recourses
What would you like to do as Qurator?
Work with our working environment by looking at the
structure of both Quratel- and foremanpositions to see if
we can decrease the work load for the Quratel and in the
meantime increase the responsibility for foremen and by
that raise their motivation. The goal is to start a process to
take away the halftime positions. I want to work for a full
time houseforeman since I think it’s impossible to get a
new nation house built without that recourse. I want to
work for a quicker process around quitting and starting
activities which should go hand in hand with the market but
mostly what interests and ambitions that our foremen
have. I want to arrange a Torna-day where foremen from
the different nations can meet and have fun together. It
would also be very fun to continue the work with a
developed Skvalborg concept.
Why should the nation meeting elect you?
I have during my four years gathered a lot of
experience. Not only trough my positions, but also
trough my big interest and commitment to the nation. I
have been present at the majority of activities since I
came and I’ve always been updated about what’s going
on inside and outside our walls. If you elect me you get
an experienced and stable Qurator. You also get a
Qurator full of energy to realize mine but mostly your
ideas. You get a Qurator who can work professionally
but still is a child at heart and want to work for that we
always remember our purpose – to offer a place where
active members and guests can have fun and feel good.

